Expression of the mec-3/unc-86 selector gene complex induces the differentiation of the touch receptor neurons (TRNs) of Caenorhabditis elegans. These genes are also expressed in another set of embryonically derived mechanosensory neurons, the FLP neurons, but these cells do not share obvious TRN traits or proteins. We have identified ∼300 genes in each cell type that are up-regulated at least threefold using DNA microarrays. Twenty-three percent of these genes are up-regulated in both cells. Surprisingly, some of the common genes had previously been identified as TRNspecific. Although the FLP neurons contain low amounts of the mRNAs for these TRN genes, they do not have detectable proteins. These results suggest that transcription control is relatively inexact but that these apparent errors of transcription are tolerated and do not alter cell fate. Previous studies showed that loss of the EGL-44 and EGL-46 transcription factors cause the FLP neurons to acquire TRN-like traits. Here, we show that similar changes occur (e.g., the expression of both the TRN mRNAs and proteins) when the FLP neurons ectopically express the auxiliary transcription factor ALR-1 (Aristaless related), which ensures, but does not direct, TRN differentiation. Thus, the FLP neurons can acquire a TRN-like fate but use multiple levels of regulation to ensure they do not. Our data indicate that expression of common master regulators in different cell types can result in inappropriate expression of effector genes. This misexpression makes these cells vulnerable to influences that could cause them to acquire alternative fates. C ells acquire specific fates as they differentiate because regulatory transcription factors (encoded by selector genes) (1) activate the expression of cell-type-specific terminal differentiation genes (effector genes) (1). Because cell fate is often determined by the combinatorial action of several selector genes, quite different cells can express the same selector genes. Thus, one issue in combinatorial regulation is whether distinct cell types expressing a common selector gene express inappropriate effector genes. We have investigated this issue in neurons in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
C ells acquire specific fates as they differentiate because regulatory transcription factors (encoded by selector genes) (1) activate the expression of cell-type-specific terminal differentiation genes (effector genes) (1) . Because cell fate is often determined by the combinatorial action of several selector genes, quite different cells can express the same selector genes. Thus, one issue in combinatorial regulation is whether distinct cell types expressing a common selector gene express inappropriate effector genes. We have investigated this issue in neurons in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans.
In C. elegans embryos, the mec-3 selector gene directs the fate of two types of embryonically derived mechanosensory neurons: the four touch receptor neurons (TRNs; the paired ALM and PLM cells) and the two FLP neurons. The mec-3 gene encodes a homeodomain protein, MEC-3 (MEC for mechanosensory abnormal), which acts with the homeodomain protein UNC-86 (UNC for uncoordinated), to maintain its own expression and to direct the differentiation of these two types of cells (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . The FLP neurons lack features that are characteristic of the TRNs including large diameter microtubules and prominent extracellular matrix (8) ; they also differ from the TRNs by having many fine tertiary branches (www.wormatlas.org/neurons/Individual%20 Neurons/FLPframeset.html).
Genetic screens for mutant animals that failed to respond to gentle body touch (8, 9) identified several TRN-specific genes. Among them, genes encoding the DEG/ENaC (Degenerin/Epithelial Na + ) channel proteins MEC-4 and MEC-10, the stomatin-like protein MEC-2, and the paraoxonase-like (PON-1-like) protein MEC-6; these proteins form the TRN mechanosensory channel and are localized in characteristic puncta all along the TRN axons (reviewed in ref. 10 ). In addition to these genetic screens, cell sorting and microarray experiments identified several more mec-3-dependent genes in the TRNs (11) .
The FLP neurons do not express most of the proteins needed for touch sensitivity in the TRNs (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . This lack results from the inhibitory action of the EGL-44 and EGL-46 transcription factors (17, 18) .
In the present study, we have identified the genes that are overexpressed in the embryonically derived TRNs and FLP neurons. The comparison of the up-regulated genes in both cells allows us to examine cell fate diversity in these distinctly different cells that both use the same selector genes (mec-3 and unc-86). We find that the FLP neurons express many of the previously identified TRN-specific mRNAs, albeit at low levels, but they do not detectably translate these mRNAs. We suggest that the control for FLP differentiation is not sufficient to prevent the expression of mRNA from mec-3-regulated TRN-specific genes, but that FLP differentiation occurs undeterred because the cells can well tolerate this low level of misexpression. This tolerance can be overcome, however, by the ectopic expression of the Aristaless-like transcription factor ALR-1, a downstream target of MEC-3 that normally ensures TRN-specific gene expression without determining TRN fate (19) .
Results
Identification of Genes Differentially Expressed in the TRNs. In previous experiments, we identified mec-3-dependent genes in the embryonic TRNs using DNA microarrays (11) . We improved these methods and used them to identify the genes that are upregulated in these neurons. Disruption of embryos from a line expressing gfp under the TRN-specific promoter mec-18 and culture of the resulting cells (Experimental Procedures) resulted in ∼0.1% of the cells expressing TRN-specific GFP and having the characteristic morphology of these neurons (Fig. S1, Upper) . Cells expressing GFP were separated from other cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). In our original studies we needed 2 × 10 6 cells (isolated at a purity of 50%) to generate sufficient amplified RNA for the microarray. By excluding autofluorescent cells from the FACS selection and improving mRNA isolation and amplification, we now generated sufficient RNA from only 25,000 cells, isolated at 90-95% purity (Fig. S1 , Lower). We hybridized amplified RNA from TRNs (GFP + cells) and the remaining (GFP − ) cells from four separate experiments to Affymetrix C. elegans microarrays and identified 242 genes that were differentially expressed in the TRNs (ratio of fluorescence intensity ≥3.0, P < 0.01) (Dataset S1).
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include, most, if not all, genes that are significantly up-regulated in the TRNs. In addition, our list contained 19 of the 71 genes previously identified in a screen for mec-3-dependent genes (11) (indicated with an asterisk in Dataset S1). Most of these genes were the most up-regulated in our previous study, suggesting that the genes with lower scores were false positives.
The newly identified up-regulated genes provide several candidate proteins that may regulate TRN development and function. Some of these are discussed below and in the SI Results. These proteins included GABA receptor subunits, an acetylcholine receptor subunit, and a glutamate receptor, all of which suggest the possibility of neurotransmitter regulation of these cells, and a PON-1 homolog, transcription factors, and calcium sensors.
Characterization of TRN Up-Regulated Genes. We confirmed the expression of 14 of 19 representative genes in the TRNs using promoter and/or protein fusions with GFP (red in Dataset S1 and Fig. S2) . Although all 14 genes were expressed in other cells, expression in the TRNs was dependent on MEC-3. Because the TRNs express most of the tested genes, we conclude that the list of TRN up-regulated genes contains few false positives.
Because the TRNs sense gentle touch (8), we tested whether loss or reduction of the 147 newly identified genes with ratio of fluorescence intensity ≥4.0 resulted in touch insensitivity. Mutant alleles existed for 34 of the genes. Mutations in three genes, encoding the transcription factor ALR-1 (alr-1), the β-subunit of the GABA A receptor (lgc-37), and a PON-1 homolog (K11E4.3), resulted in partial touch insensitivity (Fig. 1) . Additional information on these genes is given in SI Results. We examined the role of the remaining genes in TRN development and function by feeding bacteria-making dsRNA for the candidate genes to animals hypersensitive to neuronal RNAi (TU3335) (Experimental Procedures). In addition, we performed RNAi experiments for touch insensitivity using the sensitized background of the mechanosensory channel mutant strain [TU3686 containing mec-4(u45ts)] (Experimental Procedures). Reduction of the activity of 5 of the genes resulted in partial touch insensitivity (Fig. 1) . Further information on these genes is given in SI Results.
Identification of Genes Differentially Expressed in the FLP Neurons.
The isolation of the FLP neurons was hampered initially by the lack of an FLP-specific promoter. We bypassed this problem by expressing GFP from the mec-3 promoter (expressed only in the four TRNs and in FLP neurons in embryos) and genetically killing the TRNs by taking advantage of a dominant mutation in the channel protein, MEC-4, which causes degeneration only of these cells (20) . GFP + cells were morphologically distinct from TRNs (Fig. 2) . We verified the absence of TRNs from the culture using an antibody against the TRN-specific protein MEC-18; no stained cells were present in the culture (Fig. 2) .
We cultured and sorted the cells in four individual experiments and then hybridized the twice-amplified RNA from each set to C. elegans Affymetrix arrays. Comparison with the data derived from the GFP − population of cells identified 309 genes differentially expressed in the FLP neurons (ratio of fluorescence intensity ≥3.0, P < 0.01) (Dataset S2).
The list of the FLP up-regulated genes includes several genes (flp-4, des-2, deg-3, mec-3, and mec-10) known to be expressed in the FLP neurons (bold in Dataset S2) (4, (21) (22) (23) (24) . Other known FLP-expressed genes (e.g., osm-9, egl-44, egl-46, and unc-86) were not detected on our microarrays. The FLP neurons expressed five of seven of the remaining genes tested (asterisks in Dataset S2). These included the gene encoding the transcription factor LIR-3 ( Fig. S3A ) and the gene C49G9.1, which encodes a predicted receptor protein gene that is also expressed in the TRNs, where it colocalizes with the TRN mechanosensory channel (Fig. S2H ). Interestingly, a C49G9.1::GFP fusion localized in puncta along the FLP axons (Fig. S3B) . In analogy to the distribution of C49G9.1::GFP in the TRNs, these puncta may indicate the positions of the FLP mechanosensory channels. Fig. 1 . Genes in the TRN list needed for optimal touch sensitivity. (A) Touch sensitivity of the alr-1 and lgc-37 mutant strains. Adult animals from WT and alr-1 strains were touched 5 times in the head and 5 times in the tail, alternately, and the total number of responses was recorded (n = 20). Animals from WT, lgc-37 (tm864), mec-4ts, and lgc-37(tm864); mec-4ts strains were grown at 15°C for several generations. L2 (WT, lgc-37) or adult (mec-4ts, lgc-12; mec-4ts) animals were touched as in A (n = 20). P < 0.005. (B) Touch sensitivity of animals fed with RNAi bacteria for the indicated genes. Adult animals were touched 10 times in the head and the total number of responses was recorded. *P < 0.0003; **P < 0.0002. (C) Touch sensitivity of TU3686 animals fed with RNAi bacteria for the indicated genes. Experiment was performed as in B. *P < 0.0004; **P < 0.0005. When P is not reported, it is <10 −5 .
One goal of the FLP microarray experiment was to discover putative mechanosensory channel proteins expressed in these cells. One gene in a high position in the list encodes the DEG/ ENaC channel protein ASIC-1. Although promoter and translation gfp fusions failed to show asic-1 expression in the FLP neurons, we cannot exclude the possibility that these neurons express asic-1 at low levels or that the expression constructs that we used did not reflect the complete expression of the gene. A similar situation occurs in the PVD neurons; asic-1 mRNA is detected on DNA microarrays (25) , but GFP fusions are not detectably expressed (our experiments). In addition, Voglis et al. (26) , using different promoter and translation gfp fusions for asic-1, found GFP expression in the dopaminergic neurons, but did not report expression in the FLP or PVD neurons.
FLP Neurons Express TRN Genes. The FLP neurons express 23% of the genes expressed in the TRNs (blue in Dataset S2). Surprisingly, many of the previously identified TRN-specific genes were in this group, even though their proteins had not been detected in the FLP neurons. Among these genes was mec-18, which we used to demonstrate the lack of TRNs in the FLP neuronal preparation; an antibody to MEC-18 failed to stain the GFP + FLP cells (Fig. 2) .
This unusual expression was not a consequence of culturing the cells because the same is seen in vivo. We used single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (SM-FISH) (27) to verify that FLP neurons of WT L1 larvae contain mec-2, mec-7, and mec-18 mRNAs (the TRN-specific genes for which antibodies are available) (Fig. 3A) . With this method fluorescent spots correspond to individual mRNAs. A total of 22% of the FLP neurons had 1-5 mec-18 mRNA molecules (Fig. 3B) . In contrast, all of the PLM neurons of the same animals had 20-26 mRNA molecules (Fig. 3B) . Similarly, 35% of the FLP neurons had 1-7 mec-7 mRNAs, with the PLM neurons having 10-20 mRNA molecules (Fig. 3B) . Finally, 40% of the FLP neurons had 1-5 mec-2 mRNAs, with the PLM neurons having 7-14 mRNA molecules (Fig. 3B) . Despite the presence of mRNA in many FLP neurons, none had immunodetectable MEC-18, MEC-7, or MEC-2 protein at the L1 stage (n > 100) or later stages (n > 100). We conclude that the low amounts of mec-18, mec-2, and mec-7 mRNAs in the FLP neurons of young larvae are not sufficient to produce detectable protein. In contrast, the FLP neurons in egl-44 mutants had, as expected (18), 18-26 mec-18 transcripts (see below) and visible MEC-18 protein levels. These results show that FLP development reduced but did not eliminate the expression of mRNA from mec-3-regulated TRN-specific genes. Proteins from these genes, however, were not detected. Thus, FLP differentiation remained unaffected.
Ectopic Expression of ALR-1 Causes FLP Neurons to Express TRN
Proteins. FLP neurons can cope with TRN gene expression either because mRNA levels are too low to produce detectable proteins or because protein synthesis from misexpressed mRNAs is prevented. We could distinguish between these possibilities by increasing the expression of TRN mRNAs in the FLP neurons by expressing the transcription factor ALR-1 in these neurons; ALR-1 ensures TRN-specific gene expression, but transcriptional and translational fusions with GFP, which are expressed in the TRNs, are not detected in the FLP neurons (19, 28) . To see whether the production of ALR-1 protein affected FLP gene expression, we expressed alr-1 in these cells using a mec-3 promoter (mec-3p::alr-1). This ectopic expression led to the production of GFP from the TRN-specific marker mec-18p:: mec-18::gfp in the FLP neurons (and in occasional PVD neurons) (Fig. S4 A   Fig. 3 . FLP neurons show TRN gene expression in vivo. (A) SM-FISH for mec-7, mec-2, and mec-18 in FLP neurons in WT L1 larvae. mec-3 was used as a control for the identification of the FLP neurons. Note that mec-2 mRNA is expressed in additional cells in the head, which is consistent with our previous reports (15) . A single focal plane is shown. (Scale bars, 2 μm.) (B) The number of mec-2, mec-7, and mec-18 mRNA molecules is low in WT L1 larvae FLP neurons (red line), compared with the same mRNAs in L1 larvae PLM neurons (blue line). mRNAs in 20 cells were counted. and B). Similarly, mec-3p::alr-1-expressing FLP neurons also expressed the TRN-specific proteins MEC-2, MEC-7, MEC-18, and MEC-12, had acetylated tubulin (Fig. 4 A-C) , and lost their characteristic branching morphology (Fig. 4D) . These observations suggest that expression of ALR-1 caused FLP neurons to express TRN proteins and traits by increasing TRN-specific gene expression, which it does (Fig. 5A, Left) .
This ectopic activity of ALR-1 appeared to require mec-3. Expression of alr-1 from the pan-neuronal and mec-3-independent promoter unc-119 (unc-119p::alr-1) (29) caused ectopic expression of the TRN-specific markers mec-18p::mec-18::gfp, MEC-2, and MEC-18 but only in the mec-3-regulated FLP (and in occasional PVD) neurons (Fig. S4C) . Moreover, this expression required the presence of the WT mec-3 gene (Fig. S4D) .
Independent Mechanisms Determine FLP Cell Fate. Mutations in egl-44 or egl-46 (18) and overexpression of ALR-1 in the FLP neurons alter their fate to a TRN-like fate. These two sets of regulators appear to be independent because we failed to demonstrate either the expression of ALR-1 protein in the FLP neurons in egl-44 or egl-46 mutants or the repression of egl-44 or egl-46 expression in the FLP neurons in mec-3p::alr-1 animals. These genetic manipulations, however, were not additive, because egl-44; mec-3p::alr-1 animals did not show a greater increase in FLP mec-18 mRNA expression (25 ± 2 mRNAs per cell, n = 8).
Because mec-3 overexpression can cause expression of TRNspecific proteins in the FLP neurons (Fig. S5) , we investigated whether up-regulation of mec-3 expression is the common cause for the change in the FLP fate in egl-44 mutants and mec-3p::alr-1 expressing animals; it was not. The number of mec-3 mRNAs in these L1 larvae was not different from that in WT (Fig. 5A, Right) .
The adoption of a TRN-like fate seems to be independent of the ability of FLP cells to express FLP-specific genes. Expression of the mec-3-dependent FLP marker sto-5p::gfp (30) remains unaffected in egl-44 mutant animals and in animals expressing mec-3p::alr-1 (Fig. 5B) . These results suggest that independent mechanisms induce FLP characteristics and suppress TRN characteristics in the FLP neurons.
Discussion
Differential Genes Expression in the TRNs and FLP Neurons. Saturation genetic screens for touch-insensitive mutants identified 18 mec-3-dependent genes needed for TRN development and function (8, 9) . Those screens would, nonetheless, have missed genes that were redundant or pleiotropic or that encoded proteins with subtle, variable, or negative effects on touch sensitivity. Of these "missed" genes, our microarray experiments could identify all those except the ones that are pleiotropic genes with broad expression, probably explaining why mec-6 (31), unc-86 (2), and unc-119 (29) were not found. Because the previous genetic screens were saturated, we did not expect to find many genes whose loss gave complete touch insensitivity. Indeed, the loss or reduction of only 8 of the TRN-upregulated genes caused touch insensitivity, and in all 8 cases, the phenotype was weak. These results suggest that our previous screens were at or very near saturation for genes whose loss gave complete touch insensitivity.
Although an analysis of the individual genes identified in our experiments is outside the scope of this paper, we note that a PON-1 homolog, the ALR-1 transcription factor, a GABA A receptor subunit, and a calcium sensor, are required in the TRNs for their WT function. In addition, several neurotransmitter receptor genes are up-regulated in these cells (SI Results). Because TRNs are not known to be postsynaptic to any neurons (32, 33) , we suspect that neurotransmitters may modulate TRN function hormonally. Dopamine is already thought to modulate ALM and PLM function as a neurohormone (34); our results suggest that other neurotransmitters also affect these cells. Our finding that mutations in the GABA receptor gene lgc-37 enhance the touch insensitivity of mec-4ts animals ( Fig. 1) supports this speculation.
The collection of up-regulated genes in the FLP neurons also contains genes that may affect the development or function of these cells. For example, the FLP neurons express the transcription (Fig. S4) . 
function, the function of the FLP neurons is difficult to assess. FLP neurons contribute 29% to nose touch sensitivity (7) and calcium imaging suggests that they control nose touch perception (35) . Future experiments using in vivo electrophysiological recordings (36) or calcium imaging (35) should elucidate the importance of the FLP genes.
TRN-Specific mRNAs Are Present in the FLP Neurons. Besides genes that were expected to be present in the FLP neurons (e.g., flp-4, des-2, deg-3) (22-24) , many mec-3-regulated genes that had been thought previously to be TRN specific were also present. Interestingly, no immunoreactive products from such genes were detected in the FLP neurons. We have been able to demonstrate that these mec-3-regulated genes are expressed in the FLP neurons (even at low levels) because mec-3 is only expressed in a very small number of cells. This misexpression is not the consequence of culturing embryonic neurons, because SM-FISH and immunohistochemistry revealed the presence of low amounts of mec-2, mec-7, and mec-18 mRNAs, but not immunodetectable protein, in the FLP neurons of L1 larvae. These results indicate that misexpression of TRN genes in the FLP neurons was real, yet the expression may not be important for FLP activity. Thus, interpretations based solely on mRNA expression may be misleading.
The presence of TRN-specific mRNAs in low amounts in the FLP neurons is consistent with earlier observations of infrequent expression of gfp or lac-Z fusions for TRN-specific and mec-3-regulated genes in the FLP neurons (mec-2, mec-4, mec-7, and mec-18) (17, 37-39). These observations suggest that most, if not all, genes expressed in both the TRNs and FLP neurons (blue in Dataset S2) reflect the MEC-3/UNC-86 regulated genes. The presence of the selector complex MEC-3/UNC-86 in the FLP neurons probably allows for low expression of TRN-specific genes in these neurons in amounts unable to give immunodetectable products. We suggest that the control for FLP differentiation is not sufficient to fully prevent the expression of mRNA from TRN-specific genes, but that FLP differentiation remains unaltered because the cells sustain this low level of misexpression. Alternatively, translational control may prevent MEC-2, MEC-7, and MEC-18 protein production in the FLP neurons. One possibility for this control is microRNAs, but although we found several microRNAs predicted to bind to the mec-2, mec-7, and mec-18 genes in WormBase (www.wormbase.org), different microRNAs were predicted for each gene.
Multiple Regulatory Pathways Define FLP Fate. FLP neurons can acquire TRN characteristics by either losing the expression of egl-44 or egl-46 (18) or expressing ALR-1 (this paper). In both cases mec-3 is needed for this change in the cell fate and hyperactivation of MEC-3 is not the reason for the switch in the cell fate. Increase of TRN-specific gene expression seems to be the reason for the expression of TRN traits in the TRN-like FLP neurons. This result supports the hypothesis that FLP neurons can cope with TRN gene expression because mRNA levels are too low to produce detectable proteins.
The effects of the loss of egl-44 or egl-46 and of the overexpression of alr-1 on the FLP development are independent of each other. Furthermore, neither transformation is complete because the cells continue to express the FLP-specific marker sto-5. These results suggest that regulation of the FLP fate is controlled by the activation of FLP characteristics and inhibition of TRN characteristics through independent pathways.
Our previous work suggested that ALR-1 (together with MEC-3/ UNC-86) is needed to ensure maximal TRN-specific gene expression (19) . This finding implies that ectopically expressed ALR-1 aids MEC-3/UNC-86 to achieve high levels of TRN gene expression in the FLP neurons. This activity of ALR-1 can overcome the inhibitory effects of EGL-44 and EGL-46. Thus, although our previous results indicated that alr-1 does not act as a selector gene in the TRNs (19) , its expression in the FLP neurons can change the fate (as seen in the expression pattern) of these cells. Presumably, these latter cells in WT animals are posed to express TRN proteins but cannot do so because of the lack of ALR-1. Probably the expression of mec-3/unc-86 and the low expression of TRN genes make the FLP cells susceptible to acquiring a TRN-like fate. Under these conditions ALR-1 could act to alter cell fate. Thus, the negative control of ALR-1 in these cells is an important determinant of cell fate.
Experimental Procedures
General Procedures. Unless otherwise indicated, strains were maintained and grown at 20°C, as described by Brenner (40) . Specific information on the strains used, plasmid constructions, microinjections, immunostaining, and microscopy is given in SI Experimental Procedures.
Cell Culture and FACS. Cells were cultured in vitro by a combination of the methods described previously (11, 41) (SI Experimental Procedures). For the fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) a sorter (e.g., BD FACSAria) equipped with a 488-nm argon laser and FITC filter set was used. GFP + cells with low concentration (e.g., 0.1%) were sorted directly in TRIzol (900 μL TRIzol for every 100 μL cells). GFP − cells with high concentration were collected in L15-CM containing 20% FBS, centrifuged (14,000 rpm in an Eppendorf 5417C, 5 min, 4°C), and resuspended in TRIzol. For visualization of cells, cells were collected in L15-CM containing 20% FBS, using low-speed centrifugation and were plated on peanut lectin-treated slides.
RNA Extraction, Amplification, Labeling, and Hybridization to Microarrays. RNA was extracted from >25,000 sorted cells using the TRIzol method as described in the manual (Invitrogen; 15596-018). A total of 1 μL glycogen (Ambion; 9510) per sample was added at the EtOH-precipitation step to achieve maximum precipitation. Total RNA extracted was used to isolate polyA RNA using the Oligotex mRNA mini kit (Qiagen; 70022). PolyA RNA extracted was amplified through two rounds of amplification using the MessageAMP II aRNA kit (Ambion; 1751). The amplified cRNA was biotin labeled using the GeneChip expression 3′ amplification reagent, for IVT labeling kit (Affymetrix; 900449). The biotin-labeled cRNA was cleaned using the GeneChip sample cleanup module (Affymetrix; 900371). A total of 15 μg of the cleaned cRNA was fragmented following the instructions described in their online manual (https://www.affymetrix.com/support/downloads/manuals/ expression_s2_manual.pdf). A total of 15 μg of biotin-labeled and fragmented cRNA was hybridized to C. elegans Affymetrix genome arrays (510677). We performed four complete repetitions of the culturing, sorting, and microarray hybridization experiments and finally the data were analyzed using the gene expression software GeneSpring.
Touch Assays. Adult animals were gently touched with an eyebrow as described previously (32) . To quantify the response, we recorded the number of responses to 10 touches delivered in an anterior-posterior fashion, unless otherwise reported (e.g., for the RNAi experiments animals were touched only at the anterior where RNAi gives a stronger phenotype). Approximately 20-30 animals were probed for each experiment.
RNAi Experiments. RNAi experiments were performed using the feeding technique (42) . Bacterial strains expressing RNAi for genes in the list were obtained from the RNAi C. elegans library (43). The F56A11.4 and Y113G7A.15 RNAi constructs were transformed into HTB101 competent cells. A total of 20-30 embryos were added to each plate after bleaching animals using the hypochlorite method (44) . Animals were grown at 20°C or at 15°C and they were scored at the adult stage.
SM-FISH.
We performed fluorescence in situ hybridization (27) on L1 stage animals according to the Stellaris protocol (www.biosearchtech.com/assets/bti_custom_ stellaris_celegans_protocol.pdf). Forty-eight 20-nucleotide probes for mec-2, mec-7, and mec-18 mRNAs and forty-three 20-nucleotide probes for mec-3 mRNA were designed using the SM-FISH program. mec-18 and mec-3 probes were synthesized by BioSearch Technologies and coupled to Cy5 (GE Amersham) and Alexa 594 (GE Amersham), respectively. mec-2 and mec-7 probes were synthesized and coupled to Cy5 by BioSearch Technologies. We imaged the animals using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 inverted microscope with a Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ2-FW camera and appropriate filters for Cy5 and Alexa 594. We collected stacks of 20-35 images spaced 0.3 μm apart for each individual neuron and counted the number of fluorescent spots per neuron using ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
